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Text Normalization

Text-based Geolocation Prediction

On-demand Relation Extraction

Forthcoming Research

Text in twitter messages and other social media platforms often contains
spelling errors, non-standard words, and acronyms.

In this work, we study how to apply deep learning more effectively to
solve the problem of text-based geotagging by systematically varying all
the major decisions including the activation functions, layer and regularization choices with two different prediction task formulations

Extract relations of interest from free text.
Most NLP applications require domain-specific knowledge
• Which vitamins inhibit the absorption of other vitamins?
• Who is the biggest competitor of Apple?

Reward Augmentation in Text-based Deep Reinforcement Learning

Dataset Name Users Sample Size Region
GeoText
TwUS
TwWORLD

9.5K 380K tweets Contiguous US
450K 38M tweets North America
1.4M 12M tweets English World Wide

Twitter Geolocation Datasets [2, 4, 3]

• bridge communication issues and confusion across multiple groups
– abbreviations and slang used by young people vs. older audience
– different group dialects (e.g. African American vernacular)

Recent state of the art has been focusing on incorporating linguistic knowledge in (neural) architectures and maximizing performance by
means of feature engineering. Requisite: availability of large datasets
The definition of a relation is highly dependent on the
Unfeasible!
task at hand and on the view of the user
Ideally, we aim to achieve:
• fast training on any relation
• according to user-defined requirements
• under limited annotated data
• not relying on additional linguistic knowledge resources

• helpful pre-processing step for user-generated text
– higher out-of-vocabulary (OOV) rates due to non-standard words
– lower accuracy in NLP methods applied in social media (i.e. sentiment analysis, spam filtering, etc.)

Dataset

correct spellings
rite → right
expand abbreviations tmrw → tomorrow
phonetic substitutions 4eva → forever

#examples Relations

Semeval10 Task 8 10,717
CausalADEs
1,420

9 types: Entity-Origin, Message-Topic, etc.
causal drug-ADE relations from medical forum posts

Neural models for on-demand relation extraction method with
human-in-the-loop, starting from a few user-provided examples.
Batch selection by identifying the best active learning strategy.

Word-level substitutions
• Create candidate replacements for each word (“generators”)
– word-level operations: capitalize, lowercase, smallest edit distance,
google autocorrect, contractions (i.e. I’m → I am), data dictionary
– pairs of feature vectors and corresponding best generator
– minimum edit distance as metric for ranking generators

• Create a dictionary mapping every word to a list of normalized forms
• Words with unique mapping are replaced

rite → right

• Words with multiple mappings passed to LSTM

ur → {your, you are}

• For every word with multiple mappings, calculate minimum-cost edit
operations that covert an unnormalized word to its normalized version
– character-level operations:
delete, replace, input a character before the current index, none
• LSTM model trained on edit operations
ur → you are : insert y insert o, insert insert a, insert e

Category 1:1
Training
Test

1:N

N:1 Overall

2,875 1,043 10
2,024 704 10

3,928
2,738

ACL’15 WNUT Dataset[1]

Models
Word-Generator
LSTM

Precision Recall
0.7221
0.9014
Results

F-1

0.5897 0.6492
0.6829 0.7771

• Sparse Rewards guiding exploration, providing small and diverse
“hints” that lead to higher rewards is crucial
• Reward misspecification in scenarios where human feedback is involved, we have to deal with inconsistencies and human errors, which
can lead to a noisy reward function
• External knowledge some tasks are intuitive to humans, as they rely
on knowledge of concepts and common sense, e.g. reasoning about
entities and relations, a DRL agent shows poor convergence properties when directly trained by trial and error [5]. Supervised learning
is leveraged to tackle this problem, but this solution comes at an additional computational cost and might not always be available.
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• Learn the best substitution “generator”

Sequence to Edits LSTM

Emerging field of new applications of DRL, where
the goal is NLU: recommend systems, query reformulation, web navigation, sentence simplification, web navigation, dialog systems etc. Many
challenges studied from a linguistic perspective:

GeoText

States Regions

Proposed method
Liu and Inkpen, 2015 (SDA)
Eisenstein et al., 2010 (Geo topic model)
Cha et al., 2015 (SC+all,word sequences)

44.3
34.8
24
41

Member-Collection CNN
context-wise split input

CausalADEs CNN
context-wise split input

Entity-Origin CNN mult.
filters - positional features

67.3
61.1
58
67

Results on GeoText - classification (Accuracy)

Examples of correct and incorrect predictions on CausalADEs
GeoText

Mean Median Acc@161

Proposed method
Rahimi et al.,2017 (MDN-SHARED)
Liu and Inkpen, 2015 (SDA)

747
865
856

TWUS

Mean Median Acc@161

Proposed method
Rahimi et al.,2017 (MDN-SHARED)
Liu and Inkpen, 2015 (SDA)

570
655
733

TWWORLD

Mean Median Acc@161

Proposed method
1338
Wing and Baldridge (2014) & HierLR Unif 1715
Wing and Baldridge (2014) & HierLR k-d 1670

448
412
-

223
216
377

495
490
509

Results on regression (Error in km)

29
39
-
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42
24

21
33
31
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